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Abstract
Among many other parameters, wafer quality plays an important role in determining the efficiency of a solar cell and 
the power output of a module. Researchers have spent a lot of efforts in developing new casting methods to produce
low-cost high-quality multicrystalline Si wafers. However, multicrystalline Si ingot technology is, still at this stage, a 
crystallization process that is difficult to control and produces silicon wafers with a wide range of quality. There is a 
rising need to develop in-line techniques to accurately assess wafer quality. In this paper, a new wafer 
characterization method is presented and the results of research to find the correlation between wafer quality and cell
performance are reported. Based on the analysis of photoluminescence (PL) of as-cut wafers, and taking the cell
process into account, a new method to predict the cell efficiency is demonstrated. The objective of the proposed 
method is to be able to sort, with a simple in-line technique, multicrystalline as-cut wafers for the reason that high-
quality wafers are more suitable for high efficiency processing.
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of the scientific committee of the SiliconPV 2013
conference
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1. Introduction
In the past few years, the price of silicon feedstock has significantly decreased, which means that the
cost of the polysilicon feedstock is not anymore a dominant factor in the module cost. Cell manufacturers
are now in a position to demand better wafers from the suppliers. However, there is a need in the 
photovoltaic industry today for a convincing characterization method for assessing the quality of an as-cut
Si wafer and for sorting wafers before cell processing. Although minority carrier recombination lifetime
is regarded as the basic indicator to evaluate the wafer quality, the value of measured effective lifetime is,
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in most cases, not representative of the actual bulk lifetime due to the high surface recombination velocity 
(in the range of 106 cm/s) for the not-passivated as-cut wafer. As a result, the method is not able to judge 
the quality of the wafers [1]. Measuring accurately the bulk lifetime requires additional processing steps 
to passivate the two surfaces of the wafers, for example by oxidizing the silicon combined with hydrogen 
passivation or by depositing a thin film of SiN or Al2O3, or by diffusing a p-n or high-low junction on 
both sides of the wafer.  
As the actual solar cell processing steps would modify the bulk lifetime, for example by gettering the 
metallic impurities during thermal, diffusion or deposition steps [2-3], the judgment of wafer quality must 
be combined with a classification of defects and impurities on the basis of their influence on the 
recombination mechanism of minority carriers.  
In the present state of the PV technology, various silicon wafers and cell processes are emerging, often 
corresponding to different needs and different applications in the PV market, like rooftop residential, 
commercial, industrial or utility-scale power station market. If we can recognize the microstructure of 
wafer adequately and assess the overall wafer quality before the cell processing, including a classification 
of defects, it would be possible to project the solar cell performance and to match the wafer with a 
particular production line targeting a particular application or market. High-quality wafers are more 
suitable for high efficiency processing, then the manufacturing yield would be improved and the final 
module cost would be decreased. The key stage is characterizing the wafer quality with accuracy and 
finding the correlation between wafer quality and cell performance, with an in-line tool. 
Experiments have been conducted to trace back the cell performance to the wafer characterization, 
trying to understand the correlation between crystalline microstructure [4-5] and cell performance, using 
high-speed in-line inspection methods and wafer sorting.  
2. Experiments and characterization 
As-cut wafer characterization was achieved through capturing several different types of images: 
appearance of the wafer, photoluminescence and lifetime measurement, while the finished solar cell 
characterization included electroluminescence and performance measurement. The wafer appearance was 
captured by a CCD camera. The photoluminescence image was mapped by a laser with wavelength of 
808 nm and an InGaAs sensor. The interstitial iron (Fei) distribution of wafer, calculated by the diffusion 
length difference before and after a light soaking with a low injection level, was measured by the PV2000 
tool sold from Semilab. Fe-B pairs and Fei are both minority carrier combination centres, but they possess 
different capture cross sections under low injection level. The lifetime of the as-cut wafer was measured 
by a  in an in-line wafer sorting machine. Solar cells were fabricated by a conventional 
manufacturing process including texture, phosphorous diffusion, PSG removal, PECVD SiN, screen 
printing and firing. The electroluminescence (EL) image of the cell was measured with a forward bias 
current of 6A (or 24.6mA/cm2) using a BTimaging R1-100 tool. 
3. Results and discussion 
Using an in-line CCD camera, we capture the image of each wafer. Based on the variation of light 
reflectivity as a function of the grain orientation, we determined the size of each grain, as shown in Fig. 1, 
and calculated grain size distribution in a timeframe of less than one second per wafer.  
The grain boundary density, which also indirectly displays the grain size, is an important indicator for 
characterizing the quality of multicrystalline wafers. Based on the CCD image of the as-cut wafer, we 
developed an algorithm that calculates the total grain boundary length automatically, as shown in Fig. 2. 
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Both techniques use a high-speed in-line vision system with a capacity of more than 3000 wafers per hour 
per line. 
 
Fig. 1. Detecting the mono area of casting mono wafer. (a) CCD image of wafer; (b) The corresponding colored image 
 
Fig. 2. Detecting the grain boundary of multicrystalline wafer. (a) CCD image of wafer; (b) The corresponding processed 
image 
The most important factor that relates the final cell efficiency to the crystalline quality of the wafer is 
the bulk lifetime. Since the accurate measurement of bulk lifetime for the as-cut wafer is impossible 
without passivation of the surfaces, some indirect methods should be considered. In this experiment, the 
minority recombination centres were classified into several groups according to the characteristic itself. 
Fig. 3 (a) and (e) show the PL image of two different multi wafers 1# and 2#. Combining the PL image 
and the corresponding interstitial iron (Fei) mapping, the cloudy dark area in the PL image is Fei-riched 
region, especially at the edge of 2# wafer. Interstitial iron, which possesses a large capture cross section 
to electrons [6-7], proved to be an effective lifetime killers in P-type cells. However, in the EL image of 
the sister wafer of 2#, the dark area which possesses higher Fei content, has disappeared. The diffusion of 
phosphorus into silicon forms an excellent gettering to remove metal impurities [8-9]. Therefore, although 
interstitial iron, regarded as a typical metallic impurity, is very effective to reduce the carrier lifetime in 
silicon wafer, could also be easily gettered during the cell process. Besides the gettering effects, the SiN 
passivation process also makes a positive contribution to the elimination of recombination centres, like 
the passivation of grain boundaries [10]. Some other defects, like the dislocation clusters in wafer 1#, are 
so stubborn and still remain in the EL image.  
In the PL image, we classify the defects into several types according to the recombination 
characteristics. Taking into account the influence of the cell process such as the gettering effect, some 
correction factors were added. The basic modelisation concept is expressed as the following formula:  














In the above formula, xi represents the defects (or recombination centres), and Ri means the 
recombination ability from the view of cell process. The total Defect Index is calculated using an 
algorithm including a correction factor to take into account the gettering effect during the particular cell 
process in the manufacture line.  
Fig. 4(a) shows the dependence of measured cell performance (normalised) on the measured carrier 
lifetime in the as-cut wafer cutting from one ingot. No obvious correlation of the two could be observed 
in the result. On the other hand, Fig. 4(b) shows, for the same wafers, the calculated Defect Index and the 
solar cell efficiency as a function of Defect Index. The Defect Index calculated as above displays a strong 
correlation with the cell performance: as the Defect Index increases the cell efficiency decreases due to 

















Fig. 3. (a-d) and (e-h) show the images of 1# and 2# wafer respectively. (a) and (e): PL image of the as-cut wafer. (b) and (f): 
Lifetime mapping of the sister wafer after SiNx passivation. (c) and (g): Fei mapping of the sister wafer. (d) and (h): EL image 
of the cells thereof. Detailed information can be found at somewhere else [2].  
 
Fig. 4. (a) Measured bulk lifetime for the as-cut wafer and relative cell efficiency. (b) Calculated Defect Index and relative cell 
efficiency 
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Based on the methods of wafer quality characterization, the calculated Defect Index allows predicting 
with a relative precision the solar cell performance. A batch of 10,000 wafers, selected randomly from the 
multicrystalline wafer suppliers, were sorted into three groups based on the Defect Index value (Class A: 
0 to 0.03; Class B: 0.03 to 0.1; Class C: above 0.1). The solar cell efficiency distribution exhibits three 
different peaks as expected (see Fig. 5). Some deviation could be observed for the three groups. The 
deviation may be due to: (a) some errors for the Defect Index calculation; (b) the variations in the cell 
process. The standard deviations of the distributions are due to variances in other physical and process 
parameters during the manufacturing process, which result in a significant overlap of the three 




Fig. 5. Solar cell efficiency distribution after sorting the wafers into Class A, B and C based on the Defect Index value 
4. Conclusion 
In summary, a new in-line characterization method of as-cut wafer has been presented. The method is 
based on optical reflectance and EL imaging, and an algorithm to calculate a Defect Index as an indicator 
of potential performance of the future solar cell. It allows for a cost-effective sorting of as-cut wafers 
prior to any cell processing, selecting the best wafers for the most advanced cell processes, This 
characterization method is currently in operation in an industrial manufacturing line, with a high speed of 
one wafer per second. For the cell performance prediction model, the algorithm will be optimized 
according to the different cell production process. The objective is to use these characterization methods 
of as-cut wafers to classify the wafers into different bins or different processing lines in order to 
maximize the overall manufacturing yield and lower the solar cell cost.  
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